The Beauty or
the Beast
written and directed by Bruno Cappagli
with Giada Ciccolini and Fabio Galanti
lights by Andrea Aristidi
set design by Fabio Galanti
costumes by Tanja Eick

The Beauty or
the Beast
The beauty or the beast? This is the question.
What is beauty? Do I really have to like what
everybody else likes? And do you really have to
like what I like?
Is the beast really ugly?
There are many things around us that we judge,
that make us run away or that attract us. Plunging
into a vortex of many lived and played situations,
a man and a woman, two artists, will tell us their
own vision of the world using images suggested
by the famous tale. Two artists with two suitcases
that have to be emptied and filled in with new
beautiful and beastly visions, to discover that
everything can be beautiful just as everything
can appear beastly. It only depends on the way
we look at and live our life.

(3 - 8 years)

In 2016, La Bella o la Bestia receives “Cornel Todea” Award for best show for children over six
years, at International Children Festival “100,
1.000, 1.000.000 stories” di Bucarest.

Technical requirements
Minimum space required:
Width 6 m, Depth 6 m, Height 5 m
Electrical load: 10 kW
Space to be completely darkened
Black background and black herringbone wings
No black box
2 electrical pipes for hanging lights
Ladder connecting stage and stalls area
Map and section of stage and stalls area
If available, fully equipped grid with ropes and
pulleys
Possibility to hang or fix at the centre of the stage
(at the maximum possible height) a bar of aluminium
63 A or 32A plug and socket
Time needed for setting-up:
4 hours - Dismantling: 2 hours
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